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Create with Mural. It’s workplace furniture that enables a new landscape  

for planning and working. By crafting boundaries that flex with the needs  

of individuals and groups, these settings serve the workforce with exceptional 

style and enlightened substance. Stop dividing space and instead start  

creating neighborhoods that welcome and energize.

Mural artistically enlivens space to adapt to the changing needs of people  

today and the possibilities of tomorrow.

Reimagine 
Workplace 
Design

Mural divides spaces with 

inviting, warm materials 

and biophilic-friendly 

components.
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For workplaces that attract and power performance, both individuals as well as groups must find a home.  

Mural creates those dynamic neighborhoods that blend spaces for concentration with collaboration next door. 

Solo + Group = Mural Neighborhood.

It Takes a Neighborhood
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This comfortable collaboration space complements the  

high-performance and flexible worksettings next door. 

Shown with Radii storage

Freestanding height-adjustable tables reside adjacent  

to more casual space with living-room comfort. 

Shown with Align™ storage

A self-contained team area adds productivity horsepower  

to the workstations that surround the space. 

Shown with Align storage  

The clean lines of table desks with privacy screens are 

 enhanced by the fence and screens that define the space. 

Shown with Align storage

A streamlined bench with integrated height-adjustable 

worksurfaces creates touch-down efficiency.   

Shown with Radii™ storage

Height-adjustable benching with boundary-establishing  

storage offers worker privacy. 

Shown with Approach™ storage
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Mural embodies the options you need to create organic settings that humanize every workplace. 

Select and blend textures, colors, materials, and configurations that welcome and enrich. 

Mural offers fences, privacy screens, and height-adjustable worksurfaces, and then smoothly 

integrates storage, freestanding tables, and other product portfolios to create inviting spaces.

Artfully Pleasing
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Mural flexes with changing needs, 

from a workstation to a huddle 

space for capturing new ideas. 

Mural designed by MASHstudios
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Powering up some conventional systems furniture sometimes means restricting its adaptability. Not Mural.  

The Mural unencumbered power and data management system is direct, versatile, and facilitates easy furniture 

flexibility. Mural makes power powerful.

Power That Empowers

The fabric wire manager 

delivers clean cable 

management.

Mural neatly and 

conveniently provides 

desktop connectivity 

through the distinctive 

power bay.

Even when you don’t need 

a worksurface, you still need 

access to power. The Mural 

fence plugs that need.

Data

The flex connector that 

enables Mural to be 

contoured just the way you 

need it also allows the secure 

pass through of power and 

data lines.

Power and data can be brought in from multiple access points   — from the floor or from the ceiling through a power pole. 

Routing through the flex connector brings connectivity to all, no matter the configuration.  
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Designed For Flexibility

In the Future

New demands. New needs. New challenges. New opportunities. Mural manages the ever-changing workplace 

landscape with grace and efficiency, enabling you to capitalize on change, and using all the same components.

From the start create a lively 

layout that welcomes dynamic 

performance.

When those individuals now 

need some team collaborative 

space, adding new components 

easily makes it happen.

And when over time the setting 

needs to be compressed, the 

Mural flex connector rises to  

the occasion.

Next Year

Day 1
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From feet that disappear to screens that mold space to rails that frame and support, Mural unleashes  

your planning imagination. It comes together in a panorama of performance and simple beauty.

Innovative Elements

Privacy screen clamp

Privacy screen frame cap Integrated height-adjustable  
worksurface base

Bent screen Mobile markerboard Magnetic collaborative board Marker holder

Freestanding Privacy Screens Accessories

Fence pivoting foot (out) Fence pivoting foot (in)
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PET

Suspended Privacy Screens & Shelf

Mesh

Fabric Glass markerboard

Rotary cut maple Laminate & veneer

Frosted & clear acrylic Shelf with planter accessory

All suspended privacy screens available in a variety of sizes. 
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Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were  
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish.  
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Go to allsteeloffice.com/design-resources/idea-starters  
for additional Mural layouts.
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